Pre-Cut Glass Kits
Crystal Heart Bevel Panels
PRE-CUT glass kits perfect for Valentine’s Day, Mother’s Day, birthdays or just as lovely gifts!
A little more challenging than average, with the crystal clear BEVELED heart border and 3-D
soldering of the floral pieces. Add your hobby came or foil and solder. 11” x 11” overall.)
Mix & Match Four (4) Crystal Heart Bevels for Quantity Discount!

#CH101
Hummingbird
Heart

SK1010
Hummers

#CH102
Columbine
Heart

SK1039
Butterflies

#CH103
Butterfly
Heart

#CH104
Fuschia
Heart

PRE-CUT Trio of Crosses
PRE-CUT glass crosses
include a dove, a lily,
brass filigree and wire
to create three lovely
crosses, each 5” x 9”. Just
add your hobby came or foil
and solder!
#CR3

Curly Q Hangers
These heavy gauge wire
shapes are pre-tinned for
easy soldering to your panels,
suncatchers and boxes.
Use singly or in endless
combinations for decorative
hangers, box lid handles and
Unlimited
accents. Approx. lengths are
listed. Sold by the dozen of Combinations!
each size.

#Q1
11⁄2”

#Q5
21⁄4”

#Q6
31⁄4”

#Q7
23⁄4”

#Q4 #744
13⁄4” 1⁄2” dia.

Hanging Line Pack
A simple yet handy item!
Strong, black nylon line is
almost invisible to hang your
stained glass suncatchers and
small panels. 20 lb. test, 30
ft. dispenser spool complete
with 24 tiny cylinder connectors for neatly
crimping your line ends into loops.
#LINEPK

PRE-CUT Calendar/Key Holders
Don't just hang your favorite calender on an old nail — hang it on a
beautiful calender hanger! These 15" wide PRE-CUT glass hangers will
bring you compliments while complimenting your decor. Or use the
additional hooks provided for a stylish key holder rack.

Butterfly Calendar Holder
#CK315
SK1025
SK1047
Fall
Wild Birds
PRE-CUT Scroll Kits
Beautiful decorative accents for any window
in your home! Gracefully curved wire vines
support colorful PRE-CUT hummingbirds,
butterflies, flowers and leaves. Just add hobby
came and solder to finish. The 16” long wire
scrolls are easily held to your window with
suction cups.

Grape Calendar Holder
#CK320

PRE-CUT Oval Glass & Bevel Panels
Four PRE-CUT glass and BEVELED border stained glass kits! The Floral Ovals measure 15” x 22”
overall and include 4 accent jewels and fancy hanging hooks. The round Hummingbird measures
18” dia. and includes wire for detailing and fancy hanging hooks. Just add foil and solder these
beautiful panels for dramatic window hangings for your home.

Mix & Match Scroll Kits
for Quantity Discount!

Handy Hangers
These heavy, solid brass loops
are easily soldered to the zinc or
brass border of any size stained
glass panel. Available in 5 pair
or 25 pair pkg.
#HANGER5
#HANGER25

#OV610
#OV608
#OV609
#OV607
Hummingbird
Iris
Rose
Tulip
Mix & Match Four (4) Glass & Bevel Panels for Quantity Discount!

